INTRODUCTION
Generating random Latin square(LS) is a relevant topic. Jacobson and Matthews[1] have described an algorithm based on moves for generating one LS from another LS, and the moves are such that there is a way to get from each square to every other square. R.Fontana [2] gave method based on equivalence between Latin squares and Maximum cliques of a graph. Czeslaw [3 ] has proposed a method of generating Quasigroups for cryptography application, since Latin square is an essential element for the implementation of both a key generator and the enciphering / deciphering procedure,random generation of Latin square is useful for cryptography application. The feasible solution of the planar three dimensional assignment problems is Latin square. The planar three dimensional assignment problem has been studied by many mathematicians. M.Frieze [4] has showed that the planar three index assignment problem is NP-hard. It has several applications with respect to scheduling and timetabling problems. Hence the random generation method for Latin square is important for many real world applications. O'Carroll [5] has given method of generating randomized Latin square, this method failed for minimal assigning identical set. Hence in this paper we present a modified method to O.Carroll's randomized generation of Latin square method. This approach is very useful to generate Latin square of any order.
II. LATIN SQUARE
A Latin square is an n × n array filled with n different Latin letters, each occurring exactly once in each row and exactly once in each column. For any positive integer n there exists a Latin square of order n.
THE NUMBERS OF LATIN SQUARES OF VARIOUS SIZES
A Latin square is said to be reduced (also, normalized or in standard form) if both its first row and its first column are in their natural order. L (n) = (n-1)! n! R (n),where R (n) is the number of reduced Latin square of order n. The following table-1 gives us some idea about L (n) and R (n).
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF LATIN SQUARES
The following operations change a Latin square to another Latin square of same order: Consider LS with entry k in i th row j th column. Construct a square with entry i in k th row, j th column .That square too will be a LS. (vi) Similarly for every LS with entry k in i th row j th column , the square constructed with entry j in the i th row k th column too will be a LS. When we get a Latin square B by performing series of such operations on a Latin square A, let us write ARB, where R is a relation. When ARB, A and B are said to be Para topic. It can be verified that R is an equivalence relation. Hence R will partition the L (n) Latin squares of order n into equivalence classes called main classes. If we permute the rows, permute the columns, and permute the names of the symbols of a Latin square, we obtain a new Latin square said to be, so the set of all Latin squares is divided into subsets, called isotropy classes, such that two squares in the same class are isotopic and two squares in different classes are not isotopic. TABLE 1  TABLE 2 The numbers of Latin squares of various orders Equivalence classes of Latin square
Hence, as n increases L (n) increases exponentially.
We note that the number of Latin squares of order 10 is more than 10 37 and that the number of main classes in this case is more than 34 quadrillion. Hence there is essential to create a Latin square randomly.
III. O' Carroll's Method To Generate Random Latin Square
The square is constructed row by row, but within each row the elements are not necessarily entered in regular order. While generating a 9  9 Latin squares using the above method, the first 6 rows were completed. The problem occurred when the 7 th row was being filled In
Step-9 there is no non zero "A s " to allocate in 5 th position. Hence O' Carroll's method has failed in this case
IV. MODIFIED O' CARROLL.F. METHOD TO GENERATE NXN LATIN SQUARE
O' Carroll stated that, if there is a tie, in the choice of A S among the subset of jointly smallest elements is immaterial. Due to this reason the problem arise in the generation of Latin square. Hence we modify the method as follows:
If a particular choice leads to failure, backtrack and try another choice. In any case we do not have to backtrack to the previous row. In the worst case it is enough to start filling the current row freshly. 
TABLE 4
Latin square generated by using Modified O' Carroll.F.
Hence our modified method for O'Carroll's is useful to generate random Latin Square for any order.
V. Conclusion
This paper has presented a method to generate random Latin square. The problem which occurred in the random generation method in the selection of elements or position to be filled in random generation as given by O'Carroll was studied carefully and has been rectified by modifying the method . Using the proposed modified method, we successfully generate random Latin square for any order.
Future work is focused to solve three dimensional planar assignment and related problems using Genetic algorithm by generating initial solutions using this random generation method. Further Jacobson and Mathews  moves method has been used as a mutation method to search the entire search space by jump out of one main class to another main class to generate solutions from different parts of entire search space of set of all feasible solutions.
